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Kākāpō - Rod Morris 
 

Kākāpō are large green birds. Their English name is night parrot and they are very rare and 

mysterious. They only live in New Zealand and their habitat is the forest where they like to 

hide under tree roots and logs. An interesting fact about the Kākāpō is that they have wings 

but they can't fly. Instead they use their wings for balance because another interesting fact 

is that they’re the heaviest bird in the world. They can sound like a pig squealing, and like 

the sunlight even though they are nocturnal.  

 

Genesis Tauranga 

 

The characteristics of the Kākāpō have inspired our learning 

disposition in the class and given us direction to be successful, 

powerful Kākāpō Learners. As a Kākāpō Learner we are 

practicing to use our…   
 

Endurance; Believe in myself, I haven’t learnt  

it yet  

Camouflage; Just breathe take a break  

Wings; Understand and check I Know what to 

do  

Legs; Be prepared to learn  

Senses; Manage where I learn and who I learn 

with  

Whiskers; Recognise when I’m stuck and ask 

for help  
 

 



Kākāpō learners made balloon dogs to understand what helps us to 

learn and to identify what we do as learners when learning is hard 

    

    

Richard Henry, Protector of the Kākāpō;  Lindy Kelly 
 

Kākāpō are large parrots that are native to New Zealand. They are flightless and 
have dark green feathers and strong little legs and a big beak. 

When Kākāpō are in danger they will freeze or camouflage in their surroundings 
like ferns. Male Kakapos weigh 1kg more than female Kākāpō. Their diet is just 

an easy diet like supple jack which are juicy and straight off the ground, soft 
berries, plants, fungus and more. We need to look after our native bird as it is 

endangered.  
Zianna King 

 

   

 

 

Dates and Reminders 

2nd May – First Day of Term Two; 6th May – Top House Competition. 
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